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Abstract:  Chest radiographs can be challenging and sometimes more difficult than diagnosis via chest CT               
imaging because of lack of expert radiologists. Our projects aims to bridge the gap formed by ambiguity                 
and misdiagnosis of diseases by training a model to correctly predict a limited number of diseases and                 
serve as helping tool and an aid for doctors to make better decisions. We propose a Deep Learning model                   
for detection of 5 different types of diseases that can be diagnosed from a Chest X-ray image. Ensemble of                   
pre trained models will be used for building the required model. CheXpert Dataset has been used for the                  
training of the model which consist of 223,414 X-ray images. 
 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Correct diagnosis is an integral part of properly curing a patient therefore owing to their healthy                

life. Chest X-ray exams are one of the most frequent and cost-effective medical imaging examinations               
available. However, clinical diagnosis of a chest X-ray can be challenging and sometimes more difficult               
than diagnosis via chest CT imaging because of lack of expert radiologists. Radiological errors that have                
led to medical malpractice lawsuits most frequently have been due to “failure of diagnosis”. This means                
there is an oversight of abnormalities or misinterpretation of radiologic images. These types of claims               
account for about 40%-54% of radiology-related medical malpractice cases  [3] . 

Also India, like the rest of the world faces a major challenge in the health department, there is a                   
tremendous shortage of radiologists. For 1 billion people in India , there are only ten thousand radiologists. 

Our projects aims to bridge the gap formed by ambiguity and misdiagnosis of diseases by training a                 
model to correctly predict a limited number of diseases and serve as a helping tool for Doctors to make                   
better decisions (Reference: CheXNet: Radiologist-Level Pneumonia Detection on Chest X-Rays Using           
Deep Learning).  

The model we’re trying to develop is an ensembled Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained              
on 223,414 X-ray images of 64,540 unique patients varying in age ,gender and diseases they have. There                 
are 5 classes : 4 diseases, namely Atelectasis, Cardiomegaly, Consolidation and Edema and one for "No                
finding". 
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1.1. Literature Review  
 
The first ever reported work on diagnosis of diseases related to chest was done by researchers at J                  

Am Med Inform Association in a research work titled “Automatic Detection of Acute Bacterial Pneumonia               
from Chest X-ray Reports”  [1] . As a part of this research, the researchers at J Am Med Inform Association                   
developed a natural language processing model for detection of Bacterial Pneumonia from Chest X-Ray              
reports. The researchers obtained a recall and precision of 0.94 and 0.87 in comparison to the human                 
physicians. 

The major research regarding the diagnosis of diseases related to chest was done at Stanford               
University under the research paper titled “CheXNet: Radiologist-Level Pneumonia Detection on Chest            
X-Rays with Deep Learning”  [2] which was published in November 2017. The researchers trained a 121                
layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and achieved an F1 score of 0.435 which was better than most                 
of the human radiologists under consideration.  
 
1.2. Dataset  

 Proposed research work has been implemented by training an Ensembled Convolutional Neural            
Network (CNN) using CheXpert Dataset. The CheXpert Dataset is a large dataset of chest X-Rays that                
consists of 224,316 chest radiographs of 65240 patients. The images are labeled automatically into 14               
different categories, 13 diseases and no finding. For different diseases, x-rays are taken from three               
different views, namely: frontal PA (posterior anterior) frontal AP (anterior posterior) and lateral images.              
In the dataset, the number of chest radiographs for some diseases are higher than others making the dataset                  
highly skewed. To ensure that the model generalizes well, we train the model on images of 4 of the                   
diseases having the most number of images overall. 
 
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:  
 

The fully connected layers within the network require images of fixed sizes. Hence images fed into                
the network are resized to a fixed size of 320 x 320 pixels. This fixed size helps in batch processing the                     
images. Image pixels are rescaled for a variation between 0 and 1. This rescaling of the pixel values helps                   
to treat all images in a uniform manner. Decreasing the range of variation helps the model to learn more                   
specific values. The model has been trained to predict the presence of Atelectasis, Cardiomegaly, Edema               
and Consolidation and when no disease is found, predict no finding. After the data is preprocessed, the                 
images are further used for training the models. Three separate Convolutional Neural Networks are trained               
for the  different views   of the Chest X-Rays.  

The three models are a modification of the pre-trained model VGGNet which are trained for three                
different views of the radiographs. VGG is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture that was               
developed by the VGG group in Oxford University. It is a large scale multi layer perceptron which was                  
used for image recognition in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge. This pre-trained              
architecture has been designed to classify images of over thousand categories correctly. VGG uses only               
3*3 convolution layers in a non linear manner making the architecture deeper. The deeper architecture               
helps in feature extraction. These features are then pooled in the final pooling layers. The architecture                
contains 3 fully connected layers to combine the various feature weights and biases and make the final                 
predictions in the form of probabilities. VGGNet also applies multi-scale training. If an object with a                
different scale in present within the image, a single scale training will miss detecting it within the image.                  
Multi-scaling applies differently scaled objects for training within the network. This reduces the error rate               
significantly making the model more accurate for test images with different object sizes.  

Entire code for the proposed research work has been written using Keras framework based on               
Tensorflow backend. The above mentioned pre-trained model is already capable of identifying 1000             
different categories of objects due to their intensely dense neural architecture and this capability of the                
models has been leveraged using the process of fine-tuning the models. In the process of fine tuning few                  
additional layers have been added at the end of the pre trained model. Convolution layers within the                 
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pre-trained model extract features from the feature image. The main features of the image are extracted                
and retained in matrix representations known as feature maps. The feature maps are then pooled to reduce                 
the spatial dimensions and thus reduce the computation in the network. This new condensed matrix is                
called a pooled feature map. This pooling layer helps in generalizing the neural network and reduce                
overfitting. 

At the end of VGG network a flatten layer has been added which will convert a n-dimensional                 
image into a single dimensional vector. Flatten transforms the entire pooled feature matrix into a single                
vector which is then fed into the subsequent layer for computation. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Operations performed while training the neural network. 
 

 
A dense layer of 1024 nodes follows the previously attached flatten layer. The dense layer is a fully                  

connected layer which is used for convolution operation. The dense layer makes use of the ReLU                
activation function for generating the output of the node. ReLU stands for rectified linear units. It is half                  
rectified from the bottom and reduces the negative values directly to zero. ReLU is cheaper to compute                 
and converges well for all values. ReLU also recifies the vanishing gradient problem and ensures a                
consistent computation of gradient. 
 
Mathematically, ReLU is defined as, 
  

 
 

Fig. 2. Graphical Representation of ReLU activation function. 
 

 
(x) max( 0 , z )R =    

ange [0 , ∞)  R :    
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Each neuron in the fully connected layer is connected to all activations in the previous layer. The                 

values from these previous layers are taken as input and fed to the activation function. The output from the                   
activation function is then used as input by the next layer in the stack. 

Following the dense layer, a dropout layer has been added. A dropout layer helps in regularization                
of the neural network. The dense layer learns a lot of features from the previous layers. Some of these                   
features may be redundant. To generalize the features well, the dropout layer deactivates some of the nodes                 
within the layer. The dropout mask ensures some nodes are made zero while the others are forward                 
propagated as it is resulting in image noise augmentation and a more generalized output is formed. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Standard Neural Net and Network after applying Dropout. 
 

The penultimate layer consists of a dense layer. This dense layer works focuses on a localized                
region and not on the image as a whole. A few nodes in this dense layer also share inputs for further                     
feature addition from the final generalized layer. This dense layer functions as a convolution layer. The last                 
layer is a softmax layer which returns the final prediction. A softmax layer is a categorical probability                 
distribution over a variety of outcomes. It takes a vector of the weight of nodes as input and gives the                    
probabilities of a disease being present, as output. 

 
 ℜ   σ :  k ⇒ ℜk    (1) 

 
   (k) σ =  ezi 

∑
k

j=1
ezj 

       (2)  

 
or i 1 ... K andf =   
z z ... z )   = ( 1 k ∈  ℜk  

 
At first the entire layers of the pre trained model are freezed. The weights of the model are kept                   

unaltered. Additional layers that are added over the pre-trained model, are trained over Chest X-Ray               
dataset. Once the additional layers get trained then the entire layers of the model are unfreezed and the                  
training of whole model is done. All the layers adjust their weights using the process of Backpropagation                 
in neural networks.  
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Categorical cross entropy is used as the loss function for the training of the network. It measures                 
the performance of the model for the given test data. Cross entropy loss increases as the probability                 
deviates from the actual value.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Graph of log loss vs predicted probability 
 

Stochastic Gradient Descent is used as the optimization function for the model. This function              
makes use of a single image in every iteration. The image set is randomly shuffled and selected for the                   
next iteration. SGD uses a noisy path to reach the minima of the gradient descent but it takes all the                    
features of the image into account. SGD is also computationally less expensive. 

Ensemble Classifiers are used to carry out predictions with the different types of images. An               
ensemble of classifiers is a group of classifiers whose separate results are combined as one (with either                 
weighted or unweighted voting) to classify the test images given as input. It has been proven that                 
ensembling provides better accuracies than the individual classifiers that incorporates. Another variant of             
ensembling is a weighted ensemble classifier called Bagging (Bootstrap Aggregation). Bootstrap           
Aggregation is a method to reduce variance of prediction by averaging together predictions from the               
multiple classifiers.  

 
 
Our model uses a weighted Bagging classifier. The ensemble gives higher weightage to the              

classifier with better accuracy, and lower weightage to classifiers with lower accuracies. 
 

f (x)   f (x) =  1
M ∑

M

i=1
 

i
* wi  (3) 

 
here M  umber of  classif iers  w − n  

 (w ... w ) weights for classif ierswi =  1 M  
       (x) rediction by the classif ier  f − p   

 
The use of an ensemble of three models has been done to achieve good results for the intended task                   

of detecting possibility of disease in a Chest X-Ray image. Three classifiers are trained on three separate                 
views of chest X-Rays namely Frontal, posterior-anterior (PA) and anterior-posterior (AP). Highest weight             
is given to the prediction of the model with highest accuracy. A weighted average of the probability                 
distribution is taken. The probability distribution vector of each model is multiplied with its corresponding               
weight. These three vectors are added and an average is taken. The disease label with the highest                 
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probability in this resultant vector is considered as the result. This is the predicted result of the ensemble                  
classifier. If x-rays of the patient from all the three views are not available, the weights are adjusted for                   
two views and a weighted average of the predictions are taken to make the final prediction. If only a single                    
view image is available, the single model predicts the final result without ensembling. In this manner, the                 
model is able to give a plausible prediction even when images in all views is not available.   

 
f   P =  3

(p w + p w +p w )1 1 2 2 3 3 (4) 
 

vector probability distribution  pi −   
        w weight for each prediction   i −   

 
The final probability distribution is used to make a prediction on which disease is likely to be                 

present within the chest X-Ray. Ensemble classifiers balance out biases of all the classifiers and give a                 
uniform prediction. Since the classifiers used here are trained on images with different views, the model is                 
unlikely to overfit and will give a well balanced result. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 

Since the major limitations of the CheXNet model comes from it’s not so properly labeled dataset,                
our research led us to NIH Chest X-Ray dataset which claimed to be more than 90% accurate. But the                   
dataset was heavily unbalanced with more than 50% images belonging to the “No Finding” category.               
Finally we moved to CheXpert Dataset which had more number of images and a much more balanced                 
dataset. So the solution that we propose for detection of disease in a Chest X-Ray sample is a Deep                   
Learning model that will be trained on CheXpert X-Ray Dataset. For getting best results out of the model                  
we are employing the use of an ensemble of pre-trained models that have been customized to our usage.  

Accuracies achieved by every model of the ensemble model are as follows:  
59.04% for the model trained on AP view 
57.11% for the model trained on PA view  
55.34% for the model trained on Lateral view. 
 
An Ensemble classifier, is used to combine the results of the probability distribution of all the                

models. The prediction accuracies for the test data are visualized using a multi-class confusion matrix.               
Each row of the matrix represents the results of prediction for that particular class on the row, while each                   
column represents the actual class for the prediction. The diagonal cells show the number of correct                
classifications made by the trained classifier, while the rest of the cells represent the misclassified               
predictions. 

 
The confusion matrix of the proposed classifier on the test dataset is shown in the figure below. 
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Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix depicting results on test dataset.  

 
The model is tested against a random test dataset which contains patients that may have either                

radiographs of either all the three views or two views or one view alone. The confusion matrix for this                   
dataset is as shown. It is observed that the model works well for Atelectasis, Cardiomegaly and No Finding                  
and does not predict Consolidation and Edema very well.  
 

The metrics used to measure the performance of the model on the test data are micro-average                
precision and macro-average precision.  

Micro-averaging considers the entire data as a single aggregate result. The individual true positive              
values and false positive values are summed to give a precision. 

 
          (5)r  P micro =  T P + T P + ... + T P1 2 k

(T P +...+T P )+(F P +...+F P )1 k 1 k
  

 
r micro averaged precision  P −  −   

P  T rue P ositive count of  class i  T i −    
P  F alse P ositive count of  class i  F i −    

 
Micro-averaging gives each observation an equal weight rather than giving each class an equal              

weight . This gives the classes with larger observations more power. To give each class an equal weight,                  
we use macro-averaging.  

Macro-averaging precision reduces the multi-class predictions to multiple binary predictions of all            
classes. It calculates the precision for each class separately and averages this result together.  

 
rP macro =  k

P r +P r + ... + P r1 2 k          (6) 
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r  macro averaged precision  P macro −  −   
r  precision of  classif ier for class i  P i −    

      number of  classes  k −   
 

Macro averaged precision is used to find how the model performs on each class within the dataset.                 
Micro averaged precision gives an overall idea of the model over the entire test data.  
The Macro and Micro averaged precision values calculated for this dataset are,  
 
Macro averaged precision : 0.3087  
Micro averaged precision : 0.4520 
 

This shows that the model’s overall performance on images is better than the model’s performance               
one some specific classes. From the confusion matrix it can be interpreted that the classes for which the                  
model performs particularly poor are Consolidation and Edema.  
 
3.1. Pitfalls 
 

One of the major disadvantages of the VGG19 Neural Network is the huge number of trainable                
parameters. It has more than 143 million trainable parameters. Due to this sometimes the model based on                 
VGG19 architecture may fail to generalize or may overfit. Also sometimes VGG network may train at a                 
very slower pace due to its larger architecture weights. 
 
3.2. Conclusion 
 

X-Ray Imaging is one of the most widely used radiological techniques for the diagnosis of various                
diseases. But along with the available technology adequate amount of expertise of various domains is also                
required. But in developing countries like India lack of radiological experts is a serious issue and keeping                 
that thought in mind the proposed research work has been implemented to aid the radiologist in making                 
correct decision as it play a vital role in proper treatment of a patient. Also the proposed research work can                    
come handy in situations where human help is not accessible very easily.  
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